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Abstract

Equivalence checking of PDA processes is a hard problem. After Senizergues’ first proof, several simplifications of the proof methodology have been given. A central issue in the proofs is the termination of the decidability algorithms. In the paper two termination conditions are proposed. They are sufficient for converting a strong bisimulation to a finite tree called generating tree in such a way that the former can be recovered from the latter. A simple proof of the decidability of the strong bisimilarity of PDA is then available by guessing a tree for a pair of input PDA processes and checking if the tree satisfies the desirable properties of generating tree.
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1. Introduction

After the pioneering work of Baeten, Bergstra and Klop [1], algorithmic study of equivalence checking has been an active line of research [18]. Checking equivalence for pushdown automata, PDA for short, is a very hard problem. Early attention was paid to language equivalence of deterministic pushdown automata (DPDA) [11]. The restriction to DPDA is not just technical; the language equivalence of general PDA is in fact undecidable [12]. The problem was open for a long time before Sénizergues announced that it is decidable [22]. The original proof is very long [24]. Simplified proof appeared soon afterwards [26]. Sénizergues also proved using his approach that the strong bisimilarity of PDA is decidable [23]. The full proof is also quite long [27].

The shift from language equivalence to bisimulation equivalence opened door to process algebraic approach [13, 31]. Stirling has given a decidability proof of normed PDA using tableaux method [29, 30]. Later he applied the same method to the general PDA in an unpublished paper [32]. The tableau approach is also used to provide a simplified proof of the DPDA problem [33, 34]. Jančar addressed the issue using Prover-Refuter game in the setting of first order grammar (FOG), which is a proper generalization of PDA. This has been done for the strong bisimilarity of FOG [16, 17] and the language equivalence of deterministic FOG [14].

A key technical issue in any equivalence checking algorithm for PDA is termination. In Stirling’s tableaux approach rules must be backward sound, and a consecutive applications of rules must terminate. Starting from a pair of equivalent processes soundness in Jančar’s game theoretical framework means that Refuter should never win the game, and termination says that Prover is able to demonstrate to Refuter in a finite number of steps that the latter will never win the game. We will give a proof of the decidability of the strong bisimilarity of PDA in which the argument for termination is simplified. Our contributions are twofold. Firstly we propose two new termination conditions. One condition deals with sequences of pairs of bisimilar PDA processes of the form \((qZ, H_0), (qZ, H_1), (qZ, H_2), \ldots\) where \(qZ\) is unnormed. These bisimilar pairs need special treatment for the reason that the size of \(H_i\) may keep increasing while \(i\) increases. The second termination condition seeks finite structure in sequences of the form \((A_0 \sigma, B_0 \sigma), (A_1 \sigma, B_1 \sigma), (A_2 \sigma, B_2 \sigma), \ldots\), where the processes share the same suffix \(\sigma\) and the size of the prefixes \(A_i\) and \(B_i\) may keep increasing while \(i\) increases. Our decidability algorithm follows Stirling’s approach. But instead of using tableaux, we introduce bisimulation trees. Bisimulation trees have the advantage that they are easy to compose and can be generalized to deal with silent transitions in a straightforward manner. By applying the two termination
2. Pushdown Automata

A pushdown automaton, PDA for short, is a tuple $P = (Q, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{L}, \mathcal{R})$ where

- $Q = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$ is a finite set of state ranged over by $o, p, q, r, s, t$.
- $\mathcal{V} = \{X_1, \ldots, X_n\}$ is a finite set of symbol ranged over by $X, Y, Z$.
- $\mathcal{L} = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ is a finite set of letter ranged over by $a, b, c$, and
- $\mathcal{R}$ is a finite set of transition rules.

The notation $S'$ stands for the set of finite strings of elements of $S$, and $\epsilon$ for the empty string. We write $u, v, w$ for words, the elements of $L'$, and small Greek letters for stacks, the elements of $\mathcal{V}'$. We write $ab$ for the concatenation of $a$ and $b$. A $P'$-process, or process, is denoted by $pa$, where $p \in Q$ and $a \in \mathcal{V}'$. We write the capital letters $A, \ldots, T$ for $P'$-processes. We use $=$ for grammar equality. The size $|pa|$ of $pa$ is the same as the length $|a|$ of $a$. If $P = pa$ then $P\delta = pa\delta$. A transition rule in $\mathcal{R}$ is of the form $pX \xrightarrow{a} qa \in \mathcal{R}$. The semantics of $P$ is defined by the following rule

\[
\begin{align*}
px &= p_{X}\xrightarrow{a} qa \in \mathcal{R} \\
px\sigma &= p_{X}\sigma \xrightarrow{a} qa\sigma
\end{align*}
\]  

We write $\xrightarrow{w}$ for $\xrightarrow{a_1} \cdots \xrightarrow{a_k}$ if $w = a_1 \ldots a_k$, and we identify $\epsilon$ to $\epsilon$. We say that $P'$ is a descendant of $P$, and that $P$ is a ancestor of $P'$, if $P \xrightarrow{w} P'$ for some $w$. By definition $P$ is a descendant of itself.

An example PDA is defined by $P = (\{X\}, \{a, b\}, \{pX \xrightarrow{a} pe, pX \xrightarrow{b} pe, pZ \xrightarrow{a} pZ, pZ \xrightarrow{b} pZ\})$. It should be clear that $pX^2Z$ and $pZ$ have the same behaviour, where $X^n$ is the $n$ copies of $X$ concatenated one after another.

Given a number, say $n$, the notation $[n]$ stands for the finite set $\{1, \ldots, n\}$. Let $\partial P$ denote the set $\{i \mid 3w. P \xrightarrow{w} p_i\epsilon\}$. For $i \in [q]$ the norm of $P$ at $i$, denoted by $||P||_i$, is the size of a shortest word $w$ such that $P \xrightarrow{w} p_i\epsilon$. If there is no such a word, $||P||_i = \omega$. A process $P$ is normed if $\partial P \neq \emptyset$; it is unnormed otherwise. An important parameter of a PDA is the following.

\[
m = \max_{p \in Q, x \in \mathcal{V}} \max_{i \in [n]} \{||pxi|| | i \in \partial px\} + 1.
\]  

In fewer than $m$ steps a sequence of transitions from $px\alpha$ can expose $p_i\alpha$ for every $i \in \partial px$. Another parameter used in the decidability algorithm is

\[
t = \max_{p \in Q, x \in \mathcal{V}} \left\{|\alpha| \mid px \xrightarrow{a} qa \in \mathcal{R}\right\}.
\]  

The parameter $t$ is easy to calculate, and the parameter $m$ can be calculated from the definition of the PDA by dynamic programming.

A transition sequence $px\alpha \xrightarrow{w} p_i\alpha$ is a decreasing path if $|w| = ||px||$. If $\alpha = Y\beta$ and $p, \alpha \xrightarrow{w'} p\beta$ is a decreasing path, we get a longer path $px\alpha \xrightarrow{w'w} p\beta$ that is decreasing. A consecutive sequence of decreasing paths will be called a long decreasing path. Now suppose $\alpha = Z$ and $pZ$ is unnormed. We think of every transition $pZ \xrightarrow{a} q\delta$ as a decreasing step. If $q\delta \xrightarrow{r\delta} r\delta$ is a long decreasing path, then both $p, \alpha \xrightarrow{r\delta}$ and $px\alpha \xrightarrow{r\delta}$ are also long decreasing paths. A long decreasing path from $pZ$ typically takes the form $pZ \xrightarrow{au} p_rZ' \xrightarrow{ad'} p_rZ'' \xrightarrow{ad''} \ldots \xrightarrow{ad^{k+1}} p_rZ^{(k+1)}$. 

\[\]
3. Bisimulation Tree

Two equivalence relations for PDA have been intensively studied. They are language equivalence and bisimulation equivalence [20, 21]. The former is undecidable in general [12]. The latter is the equivalence we study in this paper. We fix some notations first. Suppose \( R, S \) are binary relations on processes, and \( \{ R_i \}_{i \in I} \) is a set of relations. We will use the infix notation \( PRQ \) for \( (P, Q) \in R \). The notation \( R^{-1} \) stands for \( \{ (Q, P) | (P, Q) \in R \} \). \( R, S \) for the composition \( \{(P, Q) | \exists M. PRM \land MSQ\} \), and \( \bigcup_{i \in I} R_i \) for the union. The following definition is standard [29, 30, 32, 33].

**Definition 1.** A binary relation \( R \) on processes is a strong simulation if the following statements are valid.

1. If \( P \xrightarrow{a} Q \) then \( P \xrightarrow{a} P' \).
2. If \( Q = r e \) then \( P = r e \).

The relation \( R \) is a strong bisimulation if both \( R \) and \( R^{-1} \) are strong simulations. The strong bisimilarity \( \sim \) is the largest strong bisimulation.

It is easy to see that the strong bisimilarity is both an equivalence and a congruence. Thus \( P \sigma \sim Q \sigma \) whenever \( P \sim Q \). The equivalence property makes use of the fact that the composition of two strong bisimulations is a strong bisimulation and the union of a family of strong bisimulations is a strong bisimulation [20]. Clause 2 of Definition 1 is unusual. Without it one would have \( pe \sim qe \) for distinct \( p, q \), and the congruence property would be lost.

If \( P \) is unnormed then \( P \sigma \sim P \). We shall use the convention that \( A \) is normed whenever we write \( AZ \). The next lemma follows immediate from the definition of strong bisimulation.

**Lemma 2.** If \( P \sim Q \) then \( \partial P = \partial Q \) and \( ||P|| = ||Q|| \), for all \( i \in \partial P \).

To help study our equivalence checking problem we will use a constructive version of Definition 1. Let \( k \) be a natural number and \( (P, Q) \) be a pair of processes. A \( k \)-bisimulation tree \( \mathfrak{T} \) for \( (P, Q) \) is a finite tree whose edges are labeled by elements of \( \mathfrak{L} \) and whose nodes are labeled by pairs of process. For simplicity we shall identify a node with its label. Accordingly we write \( (M, N) \xrightarrow{a} (M', N') \) for an edge labeled \( a \) from a node labeled \( (M, N) \) to a node labeled \( (M'N') \). Formally a \( k \)-bisimulation tree \( \mathfrak{T} \) for \( (P, Q) \) is defined as follows:

1. The root of \( \mathfrak{T} \) is \( (P, Q) \).
2. If \( P = Q \), the node \( (P, Q) \) is a leaf. It is called an i-leaf. And the one-node tree is a 0-bisimulation tree for \( (P, Q) \).
3. If \( k > 0 \) and \( P, Q \) are distinct, then every child \( (P', Q') \) is the root of a \( k' \)-bisimulation tree for \( (P', Q') \) for some \( k' < k \) and there is at least one child that is the root of a \( (k-1) \)-bisimulation tree. Moreover the following statements are valid.
   (a) If \( (P, Q) \xrightarrow{a} (P', Q') \), then \( P \xrightarrow{a} P' \) and \( Q \xrightarrow{a} Q' \).
   (b) If \( P \xrightarrow{a} P' \) then \( Q \xrightarrow{a} Q' \) for some \( Q' \) such that \( (P, Q) \xrightarrow{a} (P', Q') \). If \( Q \xrightarrow{a} Q' \) then \( P \xrightarrow{a} P' \) for some \( P' \) such that \( (P, Q) \xrightarrow{a} (P', Q') \).

A \( k \)-bisimulation tree has \( k+1 \) levels, with the root being at the 0-th level. Its height is \( k \). A \( (k+1) \)-bisimulation tree \( \mathfrak{T}' \) extends a \( k \)-bisimulation tree \( \mathfrak{T} \), notation \( \mathfrak{T} \sqsubseteq \mathfrak{T}' \), if \( \mathfrak{T} \) can be obtained by cutting off the leaves of \( \mathfrak{T}' \) at the depth \( k+1 \). If \( \mathfrak{T}_i \subseteq \mathfrak{T}_{i+1} \) for all \( i \geq 0 \) and \( \mathfrak{T}_0 \) is the one node tree for \( (P, Q) \), then the limit of the chain \( \mathfrak{T}_0 \subseteq \mathfrak{T}_1 \subseteq \ldots \subseteq \mathfrak{T}_i \subseteq \ldots \) is called an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree for \( (P, Q) \). Intuitively an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree is built up level by level. Starting from the root \( (P, Q) \), the trivial tree \( \mathfrak{T}_0 \), one constructs the nodes at the first level. After completing \( \mathfrak{T}_1 \) one constructs the nodes at the second level. We will also say that the tree is grown level by level. The tree-like structure is meant to help one reason about strong bisimulations. The branching version of bisimulation tree was introduced in [9].

Not every path in an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree is infinitely long. A finite path ends up in a leaf. By the definition of \( k \)-bisimulation, an i-leaf is a pair of identical processes. It is unnecessary to grow such a node since the equality between two identical processes is self evident. We now introduce another kind of leaf. A node is an r-leaf if its label coincides with the label of one of its proper ancestors. There is no need to grow an r-leaf because it can be grown in precisely the same way the ancestor has been grown.

In a \( k \)-bisimulation tree a node at \( k'-th \) level, where \( k' < k \), could be either an i-leaf or an r-leaf. If all the nodes at the \( k \)-th level are either i-leaves or r-leaves, the tree is called a complete \( k \)-bisimulation tree, or simply a complete bisimulation tree. A bisimulation tree is either a complete bisimulation tree or an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree. By the next lemma it is not surprising that bisimulation trees play a central role in our decidability proof.
Lemma 3. \( P \sim Q \) if and only if there is a bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\).

**Proof.** For a bisimulation tree \( T \) we write \( \tilde{T} \) for the set of the pairs appearing as labels in \( T \). Let \( I \) denote the identity relation on processes. By the definition of bisimulation tree \( \tilde{T} \cup I \) is a strong bisimulation. If \( P \sim Q \), by the definition of strong bisimulation we can construct \( \tilde{T}_0 \subset \tilde{T}_1 \subset \ldots \subset \tilde{T}_i \subset \ldots \) that ends up either with a complete bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) or an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\).

Lemma 3 implies that \( P \sim Q \) whenever we can grow a bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) level by level so that the construction either ends up in a complete bisimulation tree or is non-stopping.

Due to the finite branching property there are only finitely many \( k \)-bisimulation trees for \((P, Q)\) for every \( k \). If for some \( k \) no \( k \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) exists, then \( P \not\sim Q \). This simple observation suggests immediately a semi-decision procedure for \( \not\sim \).

**Lemma 4.** The relation \( \not\sim \) is semi-decidable.

The composition of two \( k \)-bisimulation trees \( \tilde{T} \) and \( \tilde{T}' \), denoted by \( \tilde{T} \bowtie \tilde{T}' \), is defined as follows: If \( \tilde{T} = \tilde{T}_0 \cup \tilde{T}_1 \cup \ldots \cup \tilde{T}_i \cup \ldots \) and \( \tilde{T}' = \tilde{T}'_0 \cup \tilde{T}'_1 \cup \ldots \cup \tilde{T}'_i \cup \ldots \), then \( \tilde{T} \bowtie \tilde{T}' \) is the same as the subtree rooted at \((\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\sigma})\) for some \( \tilde{\alpha} \in \tilde{T}_0 \) and \( \tilde{\sigma} \in \tilde{T}'_0 \). For a bisimulation tree \( \tilde{T} \) and a pair \((\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\sigma})\) we write \( \tilde{T} \leftarrow (\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\sigma}) \). Clearly \( \tilde{T} \leftarrow (\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\sigma}) \) whenever \( \tilde{T} \) is an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree for \((\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\sigma})\).

4. Periodic Structure of Bisimulation Tree

In Section 3 we have reduced the bisimilarity of a pair of processes to the existence of a bisimulation tree for the pair. There is however no way to assert the existence of an \( \omega \)-bisimulation tree for a pair if \( \omega \)-bisimulation trees do not exhibit any periodic structure. In this section we give an account of the periodic structure discussed in literature in terms of \( k \)-bisimulation trees. We will make use of the periodic structure to design two strategies that constrain the growth of bisimulation trees. We will also explain the first termination condition.

Before we proceed, let’s explain the idea of saturated bisimulation tree. Suppose \( P \sim Q \). We can grow a bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) level by level. We say that a \( k \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) is saturated if for every internal node \((P', Q')\) of the \( k \)-bisimulation tree whenever \( P' \overset{\tilde{\alpha}}{\rightarrow} P'' \) and \( Q' \overset{\tilde{\gamma}}{\rightarrow} Q'' \) such that \( Q'' \sim P'' \) then \( P'' \overset{\tilde{\alpha}}{\rightarrow} (P', Q') \overset{\tilde{\gamma}}{\rightarrow} (P'', Q'') \) is an out-going edge from \((P', Q')\). A saturated \( k \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) is the largest \( k \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\).

For that reason we may refer to a saturated \( k \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) as the \( k \)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\). In the rest of the paper we assume that all \( k \)-bisimulation trees for pairs of bisimilar processes are saturated.

4.1. Balance Strategy

Suppose \(|M| = m\) and \(|M\sigma| > m + 1\). Consider the equality

\[ pX\alpha \sim M\sigma. \]  

(4)

For \( i \in \partial pX \) let \( pX \overset{a_i}{\rightarrow} A_1 \overset{a_1}{\rightarrow} \ldots \overset{a_{k-1}}{\rightarrow} A_{k-1} \overset{a_{k-1}}{\rightarrow} p_i,\varepsilon \) be a decreasing path. By definition there are \( N_1, \ldots, N_{k-1}, M_i \) such that \( pX\alpha, M\sigma \) \( \overset{a_i}{\rightarrow} (A_1\alpha, N_1\sigma) \overset{a_1}{\rightarrow} \ldots \overset{a_{k-1}}{\rightarrow} (A_{k-1}\alpha, N_{k-1}\sigma) \overset{a_{k-1}}{\rightarrow} (p\alpha, M,\sigma) \) is a path in the bisimulation tree for \((pX\alpha, M\sigma)\). Clearly \(|N_1| > 0, \ldots, |N_{k-1}| > 0\) and \( m \varepsilon > |M\sigma| > 0\). We will call the path a left decreasing path in the tree. The left balance strategy makes use of the minimality of left decreasing paths to reduce imbalance between a pair of processes that descends from \( A \). The degree of imbalance between \( A \) and \( B \) is measured by the number \( \min_{A' \neq B'} |A'|, |B'| / |A'\sigma, B' = B'\sigma| \). Formally for every \( i \in \partial pX \), there is a left decreasing path from \((pX\alpha, M\sigma)\) to \( (p\alpha, M,\sigma) \) for some \( M_i \) such that

\[ p\alpha \sim M_i\sigma. \]  

(5)
1. If \((P, Q)\) is an i-node or an r-node, stop growing.
2. If \(|P| \leq m + 1\) and \(|Q| \leq m + 1\), produce all children of \((P, Q)\), and then apply \(BT\) to every child.
   - A pair \((M, N)\) is small if both \(|M| \leq m + 1\) and \(|N| \leq m + 1\).
3. If \(P = pX\alpha\) and \(Q = M\sigma\) such that \(|M| = m\), \(|M\sigma| > m + 1\) and that \(M\) does not contain any constant, grow an \((m-1)\)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\), but suspend the growth of every sink node temporarily.
   - We call a node of the form \((p\alpha, M, \sigma)\) in the \((m-1)\)-bisimulation tree a sink node. Notice that a sink node may appear in the \(k\)-bisimulation tree for some \(k < m - 1\).
   - For each \(i \in \partial pX\) fix a sink node \((p\alpha, M_i)\) that can be reached from \((pX\alpha, M\sigma)\) by a left decreasing path. These sink nodes define a normed constant \(U\).
   - We call a node at the \((m-1)\)-th level that is of the form \((La, N\sigma)\), where \(|L| > 0\), a nonsink node. To every nonsink node \((La, N\sigma)\) we create the \(u\)-alias \((LU\sigma, N\sigma)\). We will explain how to grow the \(u\)-alias \((LU\sigma, N\sigma)\) in Section 4.2.
   - After growing the \((m-1)\)-bisimulation tree, apply \(BT\) to every sink node, and apply the construction in Fig. 2 to every nonsink node.
4. If \(Q = pX\alpha\) and \(P = M\sigma\) such that \(|M| = m\), \(|M\sigma| > m + 1\) and that \(M\) does not contain any constant, carry out the construction symmetric to the one in Case 3.

Figure 1: Construction \(BT(P, Q)\) of a Bisimulation Tree for \((P, Q)\) Satisfying \(P \sim Q\).

We introduce a mega stack symbol \(U\), which we call a normed constant and which is called a simple constant in \([29]\), defined by the following grammar equality:

\[
p_i U = \begin{cases} M_i, & \text{if } i \in \partial pX, \\ p_i \epsilon, & \text{if } i \notin \partial pX. \end{cases}
\]  

For every \(i \in \alpha\) the process \(p_i U\) is normed, hence the terminology. The role of \(U\) is to transform \(4)\) to \(pXU\sigma \sim M\sigma\) by making use of the simple fact that \(pX \sim pXU\sigma\). Algorithmically the pair \((pXU\sigma, M\sigma)\) is easier to deal with than the pair \((pX\alpha, M\sigma)\) because in the latter the imbalance is controlled. The number of the normed constants is finite due to the inequalities

\[
0 < |M_i| \leq mr.
\]

Consequently there are only finitely many pairs \((pXU, M)\).

Symmetrically suppose \(M\sigma \sim pX\alpha\) such that \(|M| = m\) and \(|M\sigma| > m + 1\). There are right decreasing paths that allow us to introduce a normed constant \(U'\) such that \(M\sigma \sim pXU'\sigma\). The right balance strategy is then available in this symmetric situation.

We now explain how to grow a bisimulation tree for a bisimilar pair \((P, Q)\) with the help of the normed constants. For that purpose we extend PDA with the normed constants. Every normed constant \(U = (M_1, \ldots, M_r)\) satisfies the inequalities \(4)\) such that \(M_1, \ldots, M_r\) are normed and none of \(M_1, \ldots, M_r\) contains any constant. In an extended PDA a stack is a finite string of stack symbols and normed constants. The definition of the strong bisimilarity remains unchanged for the extended model. Suppose \(P \sim Q\). The construction of the bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) is defined in Fig. 1 where additional definitions and comments are inserted in small fonts. The whole idea of the semi-decidable procedure \(BT\) is to grow a bisimulation tree while controlling the imbalance. If a pair \((M, N)\) is small, grow it for one level. The size of its children is bounded. If \(N\) is long, grow \((M, N)\) using left balance strategy, and if \(M\) is long but \(N\) is not, the right balance strategy is applied. The \(u\)-aliases created by the left/right balance strategy have bounded size prefixes. In fact if we take the size of a normed constant as one, then

\[
|LU| < mr \text{ and } |N| < mr.
\]

The way to deal with long common suffixes is explained in Section 4.2. So the construction \(BT\) gives rise to a partial bisimulation tree in which the growth of the nonsink nodes is suspended. A sink node \((p\alpha, M\sigma)\) is smaller in the sense that the left process \(p\alpha\) of the pair is smaller in size than \(pX\alpha\). The inductive nature of \(BT\) implies that if an infinite path contains an infinite number of sink nodes, then one of the following situations must occur:
1. It contains infinitely many sink nodes \((qY_N_0),(qY_N_1), \ldots, (qY_N_i), \ldots\) for some normed \(qY\). In this case \(|N_i| < m\) for all \(i \geq 0\). Repetition must occur, and the construction ends in either an \(i\)-leaf or an \(r\)-leaf.

2. It contains infinitely many sink nodes \((rZ_O_0),(rZ_O_1), \ldots, (rZ_O_i), \ldots\) for some unnormed \(rZ\) and \(|O_i|_{\text{exp}}\) is bounded by some number. Repetition must occur, and the construction ends in either an \(i\)-leaf or an \(r\)-leaf.

3. It contains infinitely many sink nodes \((rZ_O_0),(rZ_O_1), \ldots, (rZ_O_i), \ldots\) for some unnormed \(rZ\) such that \(|O_i| > m + 1\) for all \(i \geq 0\) and that no repetition happens. In this case we call \((rZ,O_i)\) an expansion node, \(Z\) the principal variable and \(|O_i|\) the size of \((rZ,O_i)\).

We will see in Section 4.3 how to harness the nontermination in the last case.

4.2. Duplication Strategy

We explain now how to grow a u-alias \((LUo_e,Nor)\) generated by \(BT\) defined in Fig. 1. The idea is that irrespective of the length of \(\sigma\) a bisimulation tree for \((LUo_e,Nor)\) is a replica of a bisimulation tree for some pair \((LUv,Nv)\) with bounded size suffix \(v\).

Fix a pair of processes \((A,B)\). Although there could be an infinite number of \(\sigma\) such that

\[
A\sigma \sim B\sigma, \tag{9}
\]

the bisimulation trees for the pairs \((A\sigma,B\sigma)\) that render (9) true are essentially finite in number. The way to demonstrate this finiteness property is to isolate the growth of some nodes of the form \((p\sigma,Nor)\) or \((Nor,p\sigma)\) from the rest of the tree whose behaviour then can be completely described without dissolving the suffix \(\sigma\). We introduce two gadgets to simplify following account. One is an equivalence relation \(E\) on a subset of \([q]\). We write \(i \in E\) if \(i\) appears in an equivalence class of \(E\), and \(i \notin E\) if otherwise. We write \((i)\) for the equivalence class containing \(i\). Initially \(E\) is the reflexive relation on \([q]\). The other is a family of equalities

\[
p_i V = G_i V, \tag{10}
\]

one for each \(i \in [q]\). Initially \(G_i = p_i e\) for all \(i \in [q]\). We call \(V\) the recursive constant defined by the equalities (10). Intuitively \(V\) is a mega stack symbol recursively defined such that the process \(p_i V\) is the same as the process \(G_i V\). If \(G_i = p_i e\) we identify \(G_i V\) to \(p_i V\). If (10) holds we write \(V(i)\) for \(G_i\).

Now suppose the pair \((A\sigma,B\sigma)\) satisfies (9). We can grow level by level a modified bisimulation tree, called the characteristic tree for \((A\sigma,B\sigma)\) over \(\sigma\). Suppose we have grown the \(k\)-characteristic tree \(\xi_k\). For each leaf \((p_i\sigma,Nor)\) of \(\xi_k\) at the \(k\)-th level, carry out one of the following.

1. If \(i \notin E\) then replace the label \((p_i\sigma,Nor)\) by \((G_i\sigma,Nor)\). We may think of the latter as an alias of the former. This is why the bisimulation tree is modified. In this case neither \(E\) nor \(\{p_i V = G_i V\}_{i \in [q]}\) is changed.

2. If \(i \in E\) and \(|N| > 0\), then update the equality family by letting \(p_i V = N V\) for all \(k \in (i)\). Remove \((i)\) from \(E\).

3. If \(i \in E\) and \(N = p_j e\) for some \(j \notin E\), then update the equality family by letting \(p_i V = G_j V\) for all \(k \in (i)\). Remove \((i)\) from \(E\).

4. If \(i \in E\) and \(N = p_j e\) for some \(j \in E\), then update \(E\) by merging \((i)\) with \((j)\).

A leaf of \(\xi_k\) at the \(k\)-th level that is of the form \((N\sigma,p_i\sigma)\) is treated likewise. After all the \(k\)-th level nodes of \(\xi_k\) have been dealt with, we grow \(\xi_k\) into \(\xi_{k+1}\). The updates of \(E\) and/or the equality family can only be carried out for a finite number of times. There must exist a number \(h\) such that all changes of \(E\) have happened in the construction of \(\xi_h\). After that the characteristic tree can be grown without ever changing \(E\). We say that the characteristic tree \(\xi\) is essentially bounded by \(h\). We need to modify the equality family for the final time. For each \(i \in E\) and each \(k \in (i)\) replace the equality \(p_i V = p_i V\) by \(p_i V = p_{\min(k)} V\). By construction for each \(i\) such that \(p_i V = G_i V\) and \(|G_i| \neq 0\) there is a node \((p_i\sigma,G_i\sigma)\) in \(\xi_h\). We call such a node a recursive node. If \((A\sigma,B\sigma)\) is some u-alias \((LU\sigma,N\sigma)\), then both \(|A|\) and \(|B|\) are bounded by \(m\), confer (8). It follows that there exists some constant \(h_0\) such that

\[
|G_i| < mt + h_0 r \tag{11}
\]

for all \(i \in [q]\).
For the u-alias \((LU\sigma, N\sigma)\) of a nonsink node generated by \(BT\), grow the characteristic tree for \((LU\sigma, N\sigma)\) to \(h_0\)-levels, which produces a recursive constant \(V\).

Call every node \((Cr, Dr)\) at the \(h_0\)-th level that is not a recursive node a balance node. In a balance node \((Cr, Dr)\) both \(|C| < m + b_0\) and \(|D| < m + b_0\). Thus there are only finitely many balance nodes and of course finitely many v-aliases.

1. Apply \(BT\) to every recursive node.
2. For every balance node \((Cr, Dr)\) create the v-alias \((CV, DV)\), and then apply \(BT\) to grow the v-alias.

Figure 2: Growth of U-Alias.

We will take every equality in \(\{p_iV = G_iV\}_{i\in[a]}\) as grammar equality. We say that \(V\) is undefined at \(j\) if \(p_jV = p_iV\) for some \(i \leq j\) such that \(G_i = p_i\).

To demonstrate the power of recursive constants we extend PDA model further with recursive constants. In the new extended model every recursive constant \(V\) is defined by equalities in the form of \((10)\). We require that for every \(i \in [a]\) either \(G_i\) contains no constant or it contains a normed constant that appears as the last symbol in \(G_i\).

A stack may contain at most one recursive constant. A recursive constant may only occur as the last symbol in a stack. For PDA’s extended with normed constants and recursive constants the definition of strong bisimulations need be strengthened by including the following clause:

3) If \(Q = p_iV'\) and \(V'\) is undefined at \(i\), then \(P = p_iV'\).

By definition if \(p_iV' = p_jV'\) and \(V'\) is undefined at \(j\), then \(p_iV' \sim p_jV'\).

We are now in a position to state some properties for the recursive constant \(V\) constructed from the bisimilar processes in \((9)\) and defined by the equalities in \((10)\).

Lemma 5. \(AV \sim BV\).

Proof. If we substitute \(V\) for \(\sigma\) in the characteristic tree for \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\) over \(\sigma\), we get a bisimulation tree for \((AV, BV)\), bearing in mind the grammar equality in \((10)\). We are done by applying Lemma 3.

We can also carry out the reverse transformation. Let \(\Xi\) be a bisimulation tree for \((AV, BV)\). Let \(\Xi[\sigma/V]\) denote the tree obtained from \(\Xi\) by substituting \(\sigma\) for \(V\). The next lemma implies that \(\Xi[\sigma/V]\) is the characteristic tree for \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\) over \(\sigma\).

Lemma 6. If \(p_i\delta \sim G_i\delta\) for all \(i \in [a]\) then for all \(C, D\) such that \(|C| > 0\) and \(|D| > 0\), \(CV \sim DV\) implies \(CV \sim DV\).

Proof. The composition \(\sim \cdot \{(C\delta, D\delta) \mid CV \sim DV\}\) is easily seen to be a strong bisimulation.

In effect Lemma 5 allows us to decompose a bisimulation tree for \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\) into the bisimulation tree for \((AV, BV)\) and bisimulation trees for the recursive nodes. The bisimulation tree for \((AV, BV)\) acts as a blueprint. This would not be very interesting if there are infinitely many blueprints.

Lemma 7. For fixed \(A, B\) there are only finitely many recursive constants generated by the bisimulation trees for the family \(\{(A\sigma, B\sigma) \mid A\sigma \sim B\sigma\}_{\sigma \in \Sigma}\).

Proof. The initial \(V\) is defined by the family \(\{p_iV = p_i\varepsilon V\}_{i \in [a]}\), which does not depend on any \(\sigma\). In any step during the construction of \(V\), if \(AV \sim BV\) then there is a least \(k < h\) such that there is no \(k\)-bisimulation tree for \((AV, BV)\). The crucial point is that \(AV \sim BV\) does not depend on any \(\sigma\). By the finite branching property there are only finitely many \(k\)-bisimulation trees for \(A\sigma \sim B\sigma\) with fixed \(A, B\) and varying \(\sigma\). Consequently there are only finitely many ways to update \(V\).

Lemma 7 implies that there is a single constant, still denoted by \(h_0\), such that the characteristic trees for all the u-aliases are essentially bounded by \(h_0\). So we impose the condition \((11)\) for all the recursive constants. We are now in a position to complete the definition of \(BT\). The growth of u-aliases is defined in Fig. 2.
The growth of a v-alias \((CV, DV)\) may expose a normed constant in \(V\). Suppose \((p'X'α'UV, D'β'UV)\) is a descendant of \((CV, DV)\) such that \([D'] = m\) and a normed constant \(U\) appears in both the left and the right processes. Notice that neither \(α'\) nor \(D'\) may contain any normed constants by our restriction on recursive constants. If the left balance strategy is applicable to \((p'X'α'UV, D'β'UV)\), it introduces sink nodes of the form \((pa'UV, M'β'UV)\) and nonsink nodes of the form \((L'α'UV, N'β'UV)\). A new normed constant \(U'\) is introduced, which does not contain any occurrence of \(U\). The u-alias of \((L'α'UV, N'β'UV)\) is \((L'U'β'UV, N'β'UV)\). The common suffix of \(L'U'β'UV\) and \(N'β'UV\) is \(β'UV\). When growing the characteristic tree for \((L'U'β'UV, N'β'UV)\) over \(β'UV\), a new recursive constant \(V'\), defined by say \(p_iV' = G'_iV' σ_i\), is introduced. It is obvious that \(V'\) may contain \(U'\) as the last symbol in some \(G'_j\), but it definitely does not contain any occurrence of \(U\). We conclude that the construction defined in Fig. 2 only introduces normed constants and recursive constants that meet our constraints. This fine property depends crucially on the requirement \(|Mr_i| > m + 1\) in the clause 3 and the clause 4 of the definition of \(BT\). The requirement guarantees that \(M\) contains no constant.

The construction of the characteristic tree over \(σ\) for \((Aσ, Brσ)\) satisfying \(\exists i\) can be generalized. Instead of starting from the trivial recursive constant \(V_0\) defined by \(V_0(i) = p_iσ e\) for all \(i \in [a]\), we may begin with a nontrivial recursive constant \(V'_0\) such that \(p_iσ - V'_0(i)σ\) for all \(i \in [a]\). The way to construct the characteristic tree remains the same. The result of the construction is the characteristic tree for \((Aσ, Brσ)\) over \(σ\) extending \(V'_0\). Let \(V'\) be the recursive constant thus defined. We write \(V' \leq V'\) to indicate the fact that \(V'\) is defined from \(V'_0\).

4.3. Termination Condition for Balance Strategy

We now address the issue pointed out at the end of Section 4.1. The construction \(BT\) may not terminate because there exists an infinite path in which there are an infinite number of expansion nodes. Observe that the length of a decreasing path \((pX, qβ) \xrightarrow{m} (p'X', q'β')\) is bounded by \(mr\). In an (infinite) long decreasing path from \((pX, qβ)\) there must be some expansion node \((q_0Z_0, H_0)\) whose size is minimum. Now consider the infinite long decreasing path

\[
(q_0Z_0, H_0) \xrightarrow{w_0} (q_1Z_1, H_1) \xrightarrow{w_1} ... \xrightarrow{w_{j-1}} (q_jZ_j, H_j) \xrightarrow{w_j} (q_{j+1}Z_{j+1}, H_{j+1}) \xrightarrow{w_{j+1}} ... \tag{12}
\]

The decreasing path \((q_jZ_j, H_j) \xrightarrow{w_j} (q_{j+1}Z_{j+1}, H_{j+1})\) is of length no more than \(mr\). So (12) can be written as

\[
(q_0Z_0, G_0σ_0) \xrightarrow{w_0} (q_1Z_1, G_1σ_0) \xrightarrow{w_1} ... \xrightarrow{w_{j-1}} (q_jZ_j, G_jσ_0) \xrightarrow{w_j} (q_{j+1}Z_{j+1}, G_{j+1}σ_0) \xrightarrow{w_{j+1}} ... \tag{13}
\]

such that \(|G_0| \leq mr\) and \(|G_j| \leq |G_j|\) for all \(j\). For some \(k_1 \leq n \, \text{mm}\) we must have \(|G_0| < |G_{k_1}|\) for otherwise there would be a repetition. Clearly the length of the long decreasing path from \((q_0Z_0, G_0σ_0)\) to \((q_{k_1}Z_{k_1}, G_{k_1}σ_0)\) is bounded by \(mrn\), hence \(|G_{k_1}| < mrn\). Inductively define size function \(s(x)\) and time function \(t(x)\) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
t(0) &= 0, \\
s(0) &= mr, \\
t(i+1) &= t(i) + mr(n+1)s(i), \\
s(i+1) &= s(i) + mr^2(n+1)s(i).
\end{align*}
\]

Assume that there are some \(k_1 < t(1), ..., k_n < t(n)\) such that \(0 = k_0 < k_1 < k_2 < ... < k_n\). If \(|G_{k_i}| < s(i)\) for all \(i \in [n]\), and \(|G_0| = |G_{k_1}| < |G_{k_1}| < ... < |G_{k_n}|\). Then by the definition of \(t(n+1)\) there must exist some \(k_{n+1}\) such that \(t(n) < k_{n+1} < t(n+1)\) and \(|G_{k_{n+1}}| < |G_{k_{n+1}}|\). Let \(\tilde{t}\) be the computable function defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{t}(0) &= 0, \\
\tilde{t}(j+1) &= \tilde{t}(j) + ms(\tilde{t}(j)).
\end{align*}
\]

Define the sequence

\[
(r_0Y_0, K_0σ_0), (r_1Y_1, K_0σ_1), ... \tag{14}
\]

by letting

\[
(r_0Y_0, K_0σ_0) = (q_{k_0}Z_{k_0}, G_{k_0}σ_0)
\]
for all $j \geq 0$. The function $\tilde{t}$ is so defined to ensure that for all $j$ the length of the long decreasing path from the node $r_j Y_j, K_j \sigma_0$ to the node $(r_{j+1} Y_{j+1}, K_{j+1} \sigma_0)$ is longer than the length of any long decreasing path from $K_j \sigma_0$ that exposes $\sigma_0$. Consider the subsequence

$$(r_0 Y_0, K_0 \sigma_0), (r_1 Y_1, K_1 \sigma_0), \ldots, (r_{qn-2} Y_{qn-2}, K_{qn-2} \sigma_0)$$

that contains the first $qn2^n + 1$ nodes in $(14)$. The multiplier $qn$ guarantees that in $(15)$ there must be two expansion nodes $(r_j Y_j, K_j \sigma_0)$ and $(r_j Y_{j'}, K_{j'} \sigma_0)$, where $j < j'$, such that $r_j Y_j = r_j Y_{j'} = qZ$ for some $qZ$, and the multiplier $2^n$ ensures that $K_j = G_a$ and $K_{j'} = G_b$ for some $a$ and $b$ such that

$$\partial G_a = \partial G_b$$

and

$$|G_a| < s(\tilde{t}(qn2^n)) \text{ and } |G_b| < s(\tilde{t}(qn2^n)).$$

The length of the long decreasing path from $(qZ, G_a)$ to $(qZ, G_b)$ is bounded by

$$\tilde{t}(qn2^n).$$

Now grow the expansion node $(qZ, G_a \sigma_0)$ until the long decreasing path reaches $(qZ, G_b \sigma_0)$. By the property of $(15)$ for every $h \in \partial G_a$ a node of the form $(C_h, p_h \sigma_0)$ satisfying

$$C_h \sim p_h \sigma_0$$

is generated at a level above the level that $(qZ, G_b \sigma_0)$ appears. The nice thing about $(19)$ is that

$$|C_h| \leq s(\tilde{t}(qn2^n))mr.$$ 

Now introduce a new constant $W$, called unnormed constant, defined by the following grammar equality:

$$p_i W = \begin{cases} C_i, & \text{if } i \in \partial G_a, \\ p_i \epsilon, & \text{if } i \notin \partial G_a. \end{cases}$$

It follows from $(21)$ and $(20)$ that $|p_i W| \leq s(\tilde{t}(qn2^n))mr$ for all $i \in [a]$, and that both $G_a \sigma_0 \sim G_b W$ and $G_b \sigma_0 \sim G_b W$. So we may let $(G_a W, G_b W)$ be an alias of the expansion node $(qZ, G_b \sigma_0)$, called the W-alias of $(qZ, G_b \sigma_0)$, and continue to grow the W-alias. There cannot be an infinite path that contains an infinite number of W-aliases because there are only finitely many W-aliases. We have therefore removed one cause of nontermination from BT. The constant $W$ is unnormed because $C_i$ is unnormed for every $i \in \partial G_a$. So we may ignore the trailing $a$ in $W\alpha$. A long decreasing path from $p_i W$ is essentially a long decreasing path from some $p_i' W'$. So it does not give rise to any new nondeterminism.

The introduction of the recursive constants opens up new possibility for nontermination. Infinite long decreasing sequence of the following form is possible, where $|[V_i]|_{fn} \epsilon_{i+1}$ is unbounded.

$$(q_0 V, H_0) \xrightarrow{w_0} (q_1 V, H_1) \xrightarrow{w_1} \ldots \xrightarrow{w_{j-1}} (q_j V, H_j) \xrightarrow{w_j} (q_{j+1} V, H_{j+1}) \xrightarrow{w_{j+1}} \ldots.$$ 

It ought to be clear that the sequence $(22)$ can be treated in completely the same way as the sequence $(12)$ by exploring the fact that $|V_i[\epsilon]| < mr + b_{0i}$ for all $i \in [a]$. A W-alias introduced in this case may contain $V_i$ as the last symbol in $p_i W$, where $i \in [a]$. Since the number of recursive constants is finite, the number of W-aliases must remain finite.

From now on we assume that an extended PDA admits normed, recursive, and unnormed constants.

4.4. Termination Condition for Duplication Strategy

Let’s take another look at the semi-decidable procedure BT defined in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Section 4.2 provides a method to grow a nonsink node. Section 4.3 introduces a technique to terminate a long decreasing sequence. Nontermination is however not completely eliminated. Suppose $(L_a U_1 \sigma_0, M_0 \sigma_0)$ is a u-alias. After growing the characteristic tree for the u-alias over $\sigma_0$, we get a recursive node of the form $(p' \sigma_0, G' \sigma_0)$ say. We apply the left balance strategy to grow $(p' \sigma_0, G' \sigma_0)$, assuming that $|G' \sigma_0| > m + 1$. Some new u-alias $(L_a U_1 \sigma_1, M_1 \sigma_1)$ is then
generated. According to the construction either $\sigma_0$ is a suffix of $\sigma_1$ or $\sigma_1$ is a suffix of $\sigma_0$, depending on whether $|G'| \geq m$ or not. In this fashion a sequence of u-aliases

\[(L_0 U_0(\sigma_0, M_0), L_1 U_1(\sigma_1, M_1), \ldots, (L_i U_i(\sigma_i, M_i), \ldots)\]  \hspace{1cm} (23)\]

might be produced. Generally we need to consider the situations where the i-th pair in (23) could be $(M_i \sigma_i, L_i U_i(\sigma_i))$. The following argument however would be the same in the general case. So we shall only consider the situations the sequence in (23). Two exclusive situations may arise. One is that for every $i \geq 0$ there is some $j > i$ such that $|\sigma_j| \leq |\sigma_i|$. In this case a repetition must occur. The other is that there is some $i_0$ such that $|\sigma_{i_0}| < |\sigma_j|$ for all $j > i_0$. In the latter case we must have a consecutive sequence of u-aliases that looks like the following.

\[(L_{i_0} U_{i_0}(\sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0}), L_{i_0+1} U_{i_0+1}(\delta_{i_0+1} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+1} + \delta_{i_0+1} \sigma_{i_0}), \ldots, (L_{i_0 + j} U_{i_0+j}(\delta_{i_0+j} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+j} + \delta_{i_0+j} \sigma_{i_0}), \ldots)\]  \hspace{1cm} (24)\]

where $|\delta_{i_0+j}| > 0$ for all $j > 0$. We will call (24) a positive u-alias sequence. An alternative way to see the sequence is that the suffix $\sigma_{i_0}$ is fixed whereas the prefixes are increasing in size. If we grow the characteristic tree for every pair in (24) over $\sigma_{i_0}$, we get different recursive constants. Let $V_{i_0}$ be the recursive constant defined by the $b_0$-characteristic tree for $(L_{i_0} U_{i_0}(\sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0}), \sigma_{i_0})$. We now explain the second termination condition. There are two cases.

1. $L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} V_{i_0} \sim M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} V_{i_0}$. In this case $(L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0})$ is a deep balance node. We can rename the node to $(L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0})$, called the d-alias of the deep balance node.

2. $L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} V_{i_0} + M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0}$. Construct the characteristic tree for $(L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} \sigma_{i_0})$ over $\sigma_{i_0}$ extending $V_{i_0}$, generating a recursive constant $V_0$. Now $V_0(i') > 0$ but $V_0(i') = 0$ for some $i' \in [a]$. Recall that $V_0(i') < \text{mrt} + \text{bort}$ for all $i' \in [a]$, hence $|\sigma_{i_0+b_0}| < \text{mrt} + \text{bort}$. It follows that $|\delta_{i_0+b_0}| < b_0(\text{mrt} + \text{bort})$. In fact $|L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} V_{i_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0}| \leq b_0(\text{mrt} + \text{bort})$ and $|M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0}| \leq b_0(\text{mrt} + \text{bort})$. Let $b_1$ be a constant such that the characteristic trees for $(P' \sigma', Q' \sigma')$ over $\sigma'$ satisfying $|P'| \leq b_0(\text{mrt} + \text{bort})$ and $|Q'| \leq b_0(\text{mrt} + \text{bort})$ are essentially bounded by $b_1$. If $L_{i_0+b_0} U_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} V_{i_0} \sim M_{i_0+b_0} \delta_{i_0+b_0} V_{i_0}$, then the deep balance node is $(L_{i_0+b_0+b_1} U_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \sigma_{i_0})$ and $(L_{i_0+b_0+b_1} U_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \sigma_{i_0})$ is the d-alias of the deep balance node. If $L_{i_0+b_0+b_1} U_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} V_{i_0} \sim M_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} V_{i_0}$, then construct the characteristic tree for $(L_{i_0+b_0+b_1} U_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1} \sigma_{i_0})$ over $\sigma_{i_0}$ extending $V_{i_0}$, generating a recursive constant $V_1$. We then continue inductively. The construction must end since there are only a finite number of recursive constants.

We conclude that there are constants $b_0 < \ldots < b_h$ depending only on the definition of the PDA, such that for each positive u-alias sequence of the form (24) there is some $h < a$ that renders valid the following statement: There are recursive constants $V_0, V_1, \ldots, V_h$ satisfying $V_0 \leq V_1 \leq \ldots \leq V_h$ such that for each $j < h$ the recursive constant $V_j$ is defined by the $b_j$-characteristic tree over $\sigma_{i_0}$ for

\[(L_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} U_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} V_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} V_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \sigma_{i_0});\]

moreover $L_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} U_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} V_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} V_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h} \sigma_{i_0}$ is the deep balance node and its d-alias is the node

\[(L_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} U_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} V_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} \sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} \delta_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} V_{i_0+b_0+b_j+\ldots+b_h+1} \sigma_{i_0}).\]

Without loss of generality we may assume that $|V_0(i)| \leq b_{i+1}$ for all $i \in [a]$.

5. Generating Tree

We are now in a position to turn the semantic construction BT into a nondeterministic algorithm GBT by incorporating all the facts revealed so far in Section 4. We remark that an input to the construction BT is a pair such that $P \sim Q$, whereas an input to the algorithm GBT is any pair of extended processes. The nondeterministic algorithm GBT is defined in Fig. 3. Again some remarks are inserted in the algorithm in small font. To check the property stated in Step 3b) of A the algorithm has to call a subroutine that upon receiving a number $b$ generates an $b$-characteristic tree for some node in the output tree of the algorithm. The subroutine will be defined in Section 6. The algorithm GBT makes many guesses. However termination is guaranteed.
INPUT: A pair \((P, Q)\) of processes, and numbers \(b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_8\) such that \(b_0 < b_1 < \ldots < b_8\).

**Algorithm GT:**

1. If \((P, Q)\) is an i-node or an r-node, stop.

2. If \(|P| \leq m + 1\) and \(|Q| \leq m + 1\), guess a finite set of transitions \(\{(P, Q) \rightarrow (P_i, Q_i)\}_{i \in J}\), and verify that the set of edges \(\{P \stackrel{b_i}{\rightarrow} P_i, Q \stackrel{b_i}{\rightarrow} Q_i\}_{i \in J}\) form a 1-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\). If it does form a 1-bisimulation tree, apply GT to every \((P_i, Q_i)\) that is neither an i-leaf nor an r-leaf; otherwise abort.

In the recursive invocations of GT the parameters \(b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_8\) remain the same.

3. If \(P = pXa \text{ and } Q = M\sigma\) such that \(|M| = m, |M\sigma| > m + 1\), guess an \((m-1)\)-bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) but suspend the growth of every sink node so that a normed constant \(U\) is defined. Verify that the internal nodes of the guessed tree satisfy the strong bisimulation property. If the verification is unsuccessful, abort; otherwise do the following.

(a) For every sink node do the following:
   
i. If the sink node is not an expansion node, apply GT to the sink node.
   
   ii. If the sink node is an expansion node \((qZ, N)\), then abort if there is a long left decreasing path from some \((qZ, N')\) to \((qZ, N)\) that is longer than \(l(\text{mut})\), otherwise do 3(a)iA or 3(a)iB nondeterministically.

   A. Guess a finite set of transitions \(\{(qZ, N) \rightarrow (P_i, Q_i)\}_{i \in J}\), and verify that the set of edges \(\{(qZ \rightarrow P_i, N \rightarrow Q_i)\}_{i \in J}\) form a 1-bisimulation tree for \((qZ, N)\). If it does form a 1-bisimulation tree, apply GT to every \((P_i, Q_i)\) that is neither an i-leaf nor an r-leaf; otherwise aborts.

   B. Choose a long left decreasing path from some \((qZ, N')\) to \((qZ, N)\), abort if such a path does not exist or if the statement \((\dagger)\) cannot be validated:

   \((\dagger)\) \(N' = G_a\sigma_0 \text{ and } N = G_b\sigma_0\) for some \(G_a, G_b\) satisfying \(\partial G_a = \partial G_b\).

   For each \(h \in \partial G_a\) choose a long right decreasing path from \((qZ, G_a\sigma_0)\) to some \((C_h, p_h\sigma_0)\). Define an unnormed constant \(W\) as in [21]; introduce the W-alias \((G_aW, G_bW)\) of \((qZ, W\sigma_0)\); and apply GT to the W-alias.

   (b) For the u-alias \((LU\sigma, Nu\sigma)\) of every nonsink node, abort if there is a positive u-alias sequence that ends in \((LU\sigma, Nu\sigma)\) and is longer than \(b_0 + b_1 + \ldots + b_8\), otherwise nondeterministically do 3(b)i or 3(b)ii.

   i. Guess a characteristic tree of height \(b_0\) for \((LU\sigma, Nu\sigma)\). If any of the internal nodes of the guessed tree fails the strong bisimulation property, abort; otherwise do the following.

      A. Apply GT to every recursive node.

      B. Apply GT to the v-alias of every balance node.

   ii. If \((LU\sigma, Nu\sigma)\) is \((L_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}\delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}\sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}V_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}V_i)\) for some \(h \in [q]\), guess a recursive constant \(V_h\) such that \(|V_h(i)| < b_0\) for all \(i \in [q]\), and then apply GT to the deep balance node \((L_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}\delta_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}\sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}V_{i_0+b_0+b_1+\ldots+b_h}V_i)\).

   In the decidability proof the guessed recursive constant \(V_h\) must be validated. Specifically it must be shown that

   A. for each \(i\) satisfying \(|V_h(i)| > 0\) there is some \(j < h\) such that \((p, \sigma_{i_0}, V_h(i)\sigma_{i_0})\) or \((V_h(i)\sigma_{i_0}, p, \sigma_{i_0})\) is admitted in the \(h_j\)-characteristic tree constructed from the output of GT.

   We will explain how the \(h_j\)-characteristic tree is constructed in the proof of Theorem [9].

4. If \(Q = pXa, |Q| \leq m + 1\) and \(P = M\sigma\) such that \(|M| = m, |M\sigma| > m + 1\) and that \(M\) does not contain any constant, carry out the construction symmetric to the one in Case [8].

For simplicity we have ignored the nontermination caused by sequences like [22] since it introduces no new difficulty.

Figure 3: Nondeterministic Algorithm GT.
Lemma 8. The algorithm $GT$ always terminates.

Proof. Suppose an execution of $GT$ on an input pair $(P, Q)$ does not abort. A path cannot contain an infinite number of small nodes, bearing in mind that there are only a finite number of constants. A long decreasing path may switch to a long right decreasing path, but not vice versa. By definition the execution path cannot contain, starting from an expansion node, a long left/right decreasing path longer than $t(qn^2)$, nor can it contain any positive u-alias sequence longer than $b_0 + b_1 + \ldots + b_h$. Between any two such long decreasing paths/positive u-alias sequences there must be other kind of nodes. If a path contains a nonsink (balance) node, it contains its u-alias (v-alias). There cannot be any path that contains infinitely many u-aliases/v-aliases/d-aliases/w-aliases since they are all bounded in size. We conclude by König lemma that the output tree must be finite. □

We call the output of a successful execution of $GT$ a potentially generating tree for the input pair $(P, Q)$. It is a generating tree for $(P, Q)$ if statement 3(b)iiA of Fig. 3 is valid throughout the execution of the algorithm. A graphical outline of a generating tree is given in Fig. 4, where $f = b_0 + b_1 + \ldots + b_h$, and the nodes in boldface are leaves, and a node is separated from its alias by a horizontal line.
6. Decidability

Suppose that some execution of GT on input process pair \((P, Q)\) and input constants \(b_0, \ldots, b_h\) returns a generating tree for \((P, Q)\). Let’s explain how to grow the generating tree into a bisimulation tree for \((P, Q)\) level by level. Equivalently we define a procedure that upon receiving a node in the generating tree construct a bisimulation tree for the node in a coinductive manner. This is done inductively as follows.

1. Suppose \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\) is a balance node and \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\) is its \(v\)-alias. The growth of \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\) simply duplicates the growth of \((A\sigma, B\sigma)\).
2. Suppose \((pXU\sigma, M\sigma)\) is the \(u\)-alias of a nonsink node. Firstly notice that we can grow every balance node of the characteristic tree for \((pXU\sigma, M\sigma)\) as described in the previous case. We then simply compose the resulting tree level by level with the bisimulation trees for the recursive nodes \((p_1\sigma, L_1\sigma)\) or \((L_\sigma, p_1\sigma)\) such that \(|L_\sigma| > 0\).
3. If \(U\) is defined as in \((\ref{16})\), we can grow a bisimulation tree for \((pX\sigma, pUX\sigma)\) by appending the bisimulation tree for \((p_\sigma, M_\sigma)\). We can then grow a bisimulation tree for \((pX\sigma, M_\sigma)\) by composing the bisimulation tree for \((pX\sigma, pUX\sigma)\) with the bisimulation tree for \((pUX\sigma, M_\sigma)\), the construction of the latter is described in the previous case.
4. Let’s now take a look at the expansion node \((qZ, G_\sigma\sigma_0)\) as discussed before and after \((\ref{16})\). We can grow a bisimulation tree for the alias \((G_\sigma\sigma_0, G_\sigma\sigma_0)\) by copying the growth of \((G_\sigma W, G_\sigma W)\), and whenever the suffix \(\sigma_0\) is exposed continuing the imitation by composing with the bisimulation trees for \((C_\sigma, p_0\sigma_0)\) or \((p_0\sigma_0, C_\sigma)\) for \(h \in \{a\}\), confer \((\ref{19})\) and \((\ref{21})\). We then grow a bisimulation tree for \((qZ, G_\sigma\sigma_0)\) by composing the bisimulation tree for \((qZ, G_\sigma\sigma_0)\) with the bisimulation tree for \((G_\sigma\sigma_0, G_\sigma\sigma_0)\). See the left and middle diagrams in Fig. \((\ref{5})\).
5. Let \((L_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} U_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} V_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + V_{i_0} + h_{b_j} V_{i_0})\), \((M_{j_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \delta_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \delta_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \sigma_{i_0})\) be a deep balance node as in \((\ref{24})\). A bisimulation tree for the deep balance node is obtained by duplicating the bisimulation tree for the alias

\[
(L_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} U_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \delta_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} V_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \delta_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \sigma_{i_0}),
\]

where \(V_{i_0}\) is the recursive constant guessed in Step \((\ref{3})\) of GT and checked in Step \((\ref{3A})\) By definition the bisimulation tree for \((\ref{25})\) is grown after the \(b_j\)-characteristic tree for

\[
(L_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} U_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \delta_{i_0} + h_{b_0} + \ldots + h_{b_j} \sigma_{i_0}),
\]

has been produced by GT for all \(j < h\). So there is no circularity. See the right diagram in Fig. \((\ref{5})\) where the small triangles are \((m-1)\)-bisimulation trees that define normed constants. The point is that when the characteristic tree generating \(V_{i_0} + h_j\) starts to grow, the growth of the \(b_j\)-characteristic tree generating \(V_{i_0}\) is already completed. We conclude that if GT \((P, Q, b_0, \ldots, b_h)\) returns a generating tree then \(P \sim Q\). Decidability proof is now a formality.

Theorem 9. The strong bisimilarity for PDA is decidable.

Proof. We only have to give a semidecidable procedure for \(\sim\). Given a pair \((P, Q)\), guess numbers \(b_0, \ldots, b_h\) such that \(0 < b_0 < \ldots < b_h\). Apply GT to construct a generating tree for \((P, Q)\) nondeterministically. If the construction successfully outputs a potential generating tree and the output is in fact a generating tree, return ‘yes’.

Checking if a successful output is a generating tree is equivalent to checking if statement \((\ref{3A})\) can be validated. Referring to \((\ref{24})\) we can firstly construct for each \(j \leq h\) an \(b_{j+1}\)-bisimulation tree \(\Psi_j\) for \((\ref{26})\) as described in the beginning of the section, and this can be done before GT processes the deep balance node. Secondly we can construct from \(\Psi_0\) and \(V_{i_0}\) an \(b_1\)-characteristic tree \(C_0\) for \((L_{i_0} + U_{i_0} + \delta_{i_0} + \sigma_{i_0}), M_{i_0} + \delta_{i_0} + \sigma_{i_0}\) over \(\sigma_{i_0}\) extending \(V_{i_0}\). This can be done by the construction defined on page \((\ref{5})\). The difference between the construction on page \((\ref{6})\) and the present construction is that the former is semantic whereas the latter is algorithmic. Imagine we are growing \(\Psi_0\) level by level, and at the same time we define a recursive constant \(V^0\). Initially \(V^0\) is \(V_{i_0}\). Whenever we come across a node of the form \((p_1\sigma_{i_0}, M_{i_0})\), we check if \(V^0\) is defined at \(k\). If it is not defined at \(k\) we extend the definition of \(V^0\) by \(V^0(k) = M_1\). Otherwise we compose the bisimulation tree for \((V^0(k)\sigma_{i_0}, p_1\sigma_{i_0})\) with the subtree of \(\Psi_0\) rooted at \(p_1\sigma_{i_0}, M_1\sigma_{i_0}\). Now either \((V^0(k)\sigma_{i_0}, p_0\sigma_{i_0})\) or \((p_1\sigma_{i_0}, V^0(k)\sigma_{i_0})\) is a node of \(\Psi_0\) or \(\Psi_{i_0}\). So the bisimulation tree for \((V^0(k)\sigma_{i_0}, p_0\sigma_{i_0})\) is essentially a subtree of \(\Psi_0\) or \(\Psi_{i_0}\). In this way we get the \(b_0\)-characteristic tree \(C_0\) by composition. Let \(V^0\) be the recursive constant induced by \(C_{i_0}\). Thirdly we can construct from \(\Psi_{i_0}\) and \(V^{b_0-1}\) an \(b_{i_0+1}\)-characteristic tree \(\Psi_{i_0}\) for the deep balance node over \(\sigma_{i_0}\) extending \(V^{b_0-1}\), inducing a recursive constant \(V^{b_0}\). The validation of statement \((\ref{3A})\) is done by comparing \(V^{b_0}\) against \(V_{i_0}\) guessed by the algorithm. \(\Box\)
7. Conclusion

All proofs of the decidability of equivalence checking problem for (D)PDA are based on Senizergues’ fundamental observation on the recurrent behaviours of processes [22, 23, 24, 26, 27]. A pair of equivalent processes can be turned into an equivalent pair of prefix bounded processes using the balance strategy. The latter pair has finite behaviours by the duplication technique. By applying the two strategies in an orderly manner, using weights, conditional rules, etc., one hopes to construct a finite tree-like structure that witnesses the equivalence of two (D)PDA processes. The finite structure can be a proof system, a tableau, or a game. There are two difficulties when reasoning about the finite structures. One is to show the compositionality of them. For DPDA equivalence and strong bisimilarity of PDA compositionality is relative easy to establish. For branching bisimilarity compositionality depends crucially on a correct definition of finite structure. The main difficulty in decidability proof is to do with termination. In the light of König lemma termination is equivalent to the finiteness of tree-like structures. In Stirling’s approach [29, 30, 32] the key is to argue that all tableaux are finite. In Jančar’s proof [16, 17] the main step is to demonstrate the existence of an \((n, g)\)-sequence convincing Refuter of the fact that he will never have any chance of winning.

Our motivation for this work is to give a simpler and more intuitive proof of the decidability of the strong bisimilarity of PDA. The endeavor is worthwhile for at least two reasons. Theoretically the strong bisimilarity of PDA poses one of the most challenging problems in the field of equivalence checking. Decidability proofs of simpler models and their variants in the general framework of process rewriting system [19] are a lot easier [5, 6, 7, 8, 38]. Any improvement of a decidability proof about PDA may have implications to the decidability proofs of related problems. For instance a more streamlined proof may help generalize the current results to models that admit far more liberal silent transitions than DPDA. At pragmatic level algorithms about PDA are important in programme analysis. A simpler and more intuitive proof may suggest how to constrain the PDA model to obtain efficient equivalence checking algorithms. This would be welcome in view of the fact that the general problem is highly complex [3]. It turns out for us that the idea of the proof is most easily explained directly in terms of strong bisimulations. It is well-known that bisimulations are closed under set union and composition. So the compositionality would not be an issue. Our termination conditions draw inspiration from Jančar’s treatment to long prefix increasing sequence in the setting of Defender-Refuter game. The introduction of the unnormed constants follows the common practice in the study of PDA, that is to extend the basic PDA model so that the extended model enjoys better algebraic property. The structure of our decidability proof is basically Stirling’s proof using tableau system plus our termination conditions. When one works with tableau systems one actually has in mind the bisimulation trees. Simplification is achieved by working directly with the latter objects.

The termination conditions of this paper can be applied to richer models. They are applied in the proof that the branching bisimilarity [36, 37, 2] is decidable for \(\epsilon\)-pushing normed PDA [9] and for \(\epsilon\)-popping PDA [10]. It remains to see if the proof methodology is useful in saying anything about the branching bisimilarity of finite turn PDA [25].
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